INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

RTT is an autism spectrum disorder caused by mutations in the X-linked gene encoding methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2)^[@R1]^. RTT is associated with different types of mutations within *MECP2*, including missense, nonsense, deletions and insertions^[@R2]^. Classical RTT patients, irrespective of the type of mutation, develop normally for the first 6--18 months of age, after which they enter a period of regression characterized by deceleration of head growth and a loss of acquired motor and language skills. Frequently, patients develop stereotypic hand wringing, abnormal breathing, seizures and autistic behaviors^[@R3]^. The molecular mechanisms through which different types of *MECP2* mutations lead to disruptions in proper brain function are not fully understood.

Mice engineered with different *Mecp2* alterations present phenotypes that are both similar and distinct from those observed in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R4]--[@R11]^. These similarities and differences in mouse models suggest that different *MECP2* mutations are likely to have both shared and distinct biochemical and physiological correlates. Intriguingly, reintroduction of MeCP2 into behaviorally affected *Mecp2*-null mice is sufficient to rescue RTT-like phenotypes^[@R12]^ and restoration of MeCP2 function in astrocytes alone significantly improve the developmental outcome of *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R13]^, suggesting that RTT is reversible upon restoration of MeCP2 function. Thus, understanding the mechanisms by which different MeCP2 mutations lead to RTT may reveal effective strategies tailored to the particular mutation to restore MeCP2 function.

Mutation of the Threonine 158 (T158) residue, located at the C-terminus of the methyl-CpG binding domain (MBD) of MeCP2, represents one of the most common mutations observed in RTT. Approximately 10% of all RTT cases carry a single nucleotide mutation converting T158 to Methionine (T158M) or in rare cases to Alanine (T158A)^[@R2]^. The T158 residue has been suggested to play an important structural role in the stabilization of the MBD and the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA^[@R14]^. Whether mutation of T158 leads to MeCP2 gain-of-function or loss-of-function, however, is not clear.

The onset of RTT symptoms occurs during the establishment and refinement of neural networks in early postnatal development. Studies in *Mecp2*-null mice have suggested that reductions in connectivity between excitatory pyramidal neurons are associated with RTT-like phenotypes^[@R15]--[@R17]^. How reductions in neuronal connectivity lead to the manifestation of the age-dependent cognitive and behavioral deficits in RTT is currently unknown. Cognitive dysfunctions are frequently assessed by measuring the neurophysiological responses that occur during passive processes or during the performance of cognitive, sensory or motor tasks. Brain activations that occur during these tasks manifest as event-related potentials (ERPs). Disruptions in ERPs and the oscillations that underlie them are associated with a number of cognitive disorders such as schizophrenia^[@R18],[@R19]^ and autism^[@R20],[@R21]^. EEG recordings in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R22],[@R23]^ and ERP recordings in RTT patients^[@R24],[@R25]^ also suggest that alterations in brain activity are associated with behavioral and cognitive deficits. How ERPs are affected by MeCP2 dysfunction and how changes in EEG and ERPs correlate with the age-dependent progression of RTT-like symptoms, however, remains to be determined.

Given the high frequency of T158 mutations in RTT and its role in methyl-DNA binding, we sought to model this mutation *in vivo* and developed knockin mice containing MeCP2 T158A mutation. We found that these mice recapitulate a number of RTT-like symptoms observed in *Mecp2*-null mice including late onset of hypoactivity, poor motor control, irregular breathing, altered anxiety, impaired learning and memory, and shortened lifespan. We demonstrated that T158A mutation decreases the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA *in vitro* and *in vivo,* and reduces MeCP2 protein stability. Moreover, the amplitude and latency of ERPs in both MeCP2 T158A and *Mecp2*-null mice are significantly altered. Time-frequency analysis of these ERPs revealed that MeCP2 T158A mice failed to show a developmental increase in event-related power and phase locking in contrast to wild-type (WT) mice, demonstrating that MeCP2 is required for the development of functional neuronal circuits. Our studies suggest that stabilization of MeCP2 protein and enhancement of its affinity for methylated DNA may provide a potential therapeutic approach to treat patients with MeCP2 T158 mutation. Furthermore, assessment of ERPs may serve as a biomarker for RTT and the evaluation of therapeutic efficacy in RTT treatment.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

Generation of MeCP2 T158A and loxP knockin mice {#S3}
-----------------------------------------------

Although mutation of MeCP2 T158A occurs at a lower frequency than T158M in RTT patients, the mechanism through which both mutations impair MeCP2 function is believed to be the same: the lack of hydroxyl group in alanine and methionine destabilizes the tandem Asx-ST motif in the MBD and thus reduces MeCP2 affinity for methylated DNA^[@R14]^. Indeed, patients carrying MeCP2 T158A or T158M mutation are phenotypically similar in the identity and severity of presented symptoms^[@R26],[@R27]^. To examine the importance of the T158 residue in the functioning of MeCP2, we developed a knockin mouse with T158A mutation to circumvent the potential steric interference brought about by the larger Methionine residue. To facilitate screening of properly targeted ES cells, we incorporated a silent mutation at codon 160 to create a new BstEII restriction site and a floxed Neomycin expression cassette in intron III of the *Mecp2* gene ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given that our goal was to test a rather subtle mutation on MeCP2 -- a single amino acid change of T158A -- we also engineered loxP knockin mice that contain the BstEII restriction site and loxP insertion but that lack T158A mutation, to rule out the possibility that manipulation of the *Mecp2* locus may affect MeCP2 expression ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Sequencing of MeCP2 mRNA extracted from brain tissues of WT, *Mecp2^T158A/y^*, and *Mecp2^loxP/y^* mice verified that both *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^loxP/y^* knockin mice contained the T to C mutation at codon 160 for the generation of the BstEII restriction site, whereas only *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice contain the A to G mutation at codon 158 ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, an MeCP2 T158 site-specific antibody, recognized MeCP2 protein from WT and *Mecp2^loxP/y^* mice, but not *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice confirming the successful generation of MeCP2 T158A knockin mice ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

MeCP2 T158A mice recapitulate RTT-like phenotypes {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------

RTT is characterized by relatively normal development during the first 6--18 months of life, followed by a period of developmental stagnation leading to motor impairments, breathing abnormalities, and intellectual disability. We evaluated the presence, development and progression of RTT-like phenotypes in MeCP2 T158A mice following a previously reported scoring system^[@R12]^. We found that male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice present no overt symptoms during the first 4 weeks of life, but become progressively symptomatic after 5 weeks of age as indicated by significantly increasing phenotypic score ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The hindlimb clasping apparent in *Mecp2*-null mice is also observed in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice ([Supplementary Fig. 2a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice weighed significantly less than their WT littermates starting from 4 weeks of age but then gradually gained weight to WT levels after 8 weeks ([Supplementary Fig. 2b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the body weights of *Mecp2^loxP/y^* mice are indistinguishable from their WT littermates (data not shown). Occasionally, we also observed seizure behaviors in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice after 5 weeks of age.

Given that *MECP2* is an X-linked gene and that the majority of RTT patients are girls with mosaic MeCP2 expression due to random X-chromosome inactivation, female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice represent a close genetic match to RTT patients. Phenotypic scoring revealed no apparent symptoms in these mice until 17 weeks of age, after which they become progressively and increasingly symptomatic ([Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A significant increase in body weight also occurred in female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice at the time of symptom presentation ([Supplementary Fig. 2c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) similar to that observed in heterozygous *Mecp2^−/+^* female mice^[@R12]^.

An early diagnostic criterion for RTT is a deceleration in head growth often leading to microcephaly by the first two years of life^[@R3],[@R28]^. We observed a significant reduction in the sizes and weights of brains of presymptomatic (P30) and postsymptomatic (P90) *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice relative to their WT littermates ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), similar to that observed in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R4],[@R5]^. The gross brain anatomy of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice, however, was indistinguishable from their WT littermates ([Supplementary Fig. 2d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The decreased brain size and weight in *Mecp2*-null mice are purported to occur, at least in part, through a reduction in neuronal soma size^[@R4],[@R28]^. To assess whether soma size is affected in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice, we bred MeCP2 T158A mice to those expressing GFP under the control of the *Thy1* promoter^[@R29]^. Focusing on the hippocampal CA1 region, confocal imaging of GFP-positive pyramidal neurons revealed a significant reduction in soma size in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice compared to WT littermates at both P30 and P90 ([Fig. 1f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

MeCP2 mutation in boys often leads to infantile lethality^[@R3]^ and male *Mecp2*-null mice show shortened life span^[@R4],[@R5],[@R8]^. We find that male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice die prematurely, with 50% dying by 16 weeks of age ([Fig. 1g](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which is approximately 3--4 weeks longer that germline *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R4],[@R5]^. No apparent changes in the survival profiles of female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice were observed before 6 months of age (data not shown). Importantly, we have not observed any significant difference in longevity, body weights or brain weights of *Mecp2^loxP/y^* knockin mice, supporting the conclusion that these changes are the result of T158A mutation (data not shown). Together, these data demonstrate that mice carrying MeCP2 T158A mutation manifest RTT-like phenotypes.

MeCP2 T158A mice present similar phenotypes to *Mecp2*-null mice {#S5}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Given the clinical relevance of MeCP2 T158A mutation, we sought to carry out a side-by-side comparison of behavioral phenotypes with a well-studied *Mecp2*-null mouse ^[@R5]^. In light of the locomotor deficits, aberrant gait and hindlimb clasping observed in these mice ([Supplementary Video 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we assessed locomotor activity in a home cage environment with a cohort of age-matched WT, *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^−/y^* littermates on the same C57BL/6 background at approximately 9 weeks of age. We found a significant reduction in the locomotor activity of both *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^−/y^* mice compared to WT littermates ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, the reduction in locomotor activity was significant higher in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice compared to *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We also found a significant reduction in distance traveled by *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at 11 but not 3 weeks compared to WT littermates using the open field assay ([Supplementary Fig. 3a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, locomotor activity is also significantly reduced in female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice at 20 weeks, but not 12 weeks of age ([Supplementary Fig. 3b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), consistent with the age-dependent hypoactivity observed with phenotypic scoring ([Fig. 1c,d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To examine motor coordination and motor learning in these two mouse models, we performed the accelerating rotarod test. WT mice show an increase in the latency to fall over the course of 4 trials per day and over 4 consecutive days, indicating improvements in motor coordination and learning over time ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, both *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^−/y^* mice spent significantly less time on the rotarod compared to WT littermates and failed to improve significantly over the course of 4 days suggestive of deficits in motor coordination and motor learning ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The latency to fall from the rotarod was moderately but significantly decreased in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice compared *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that MeCP2 T158A mutation impairs motor function similar to that seen in RTT patients and to a lesser degree than *Mecp2*-null mice.

RTT patients experience anxiety episodes, particularly in response to distressing events^[@R3]^. The role of MeCP2 in anxiety in mice, however, is less clear: *Mecp2*-null mice and mice with a 50% reduction in MeCP2 protein expression both show a decreased anxiety phenotype^[@R8]^, whereas those containing an early-truncating mutation show increased anxiety^[@R6]^. Using the elevated zero maze paradigm, we found that *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^−/y^* mice spend significantly less time in the closed arm and significantly more time in the open arm compared to their WT littermates ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that T158A mice show reduced anxiety similar to those observations in *Mecp2*-null mice and mice with decreased MeCP2 protein expression.

Because RTT is the primary cause of intellectual disability in females, we examined whether MeCP2 mutant mice have learning and memory deficits using contextual and cued fear conditioning paradigms. Mice were trained to associate a context (testing box) and a cue (auditory tone) with a coterminating foot shock. Animals typically freeze in response to the shock. We found no differences in freezing behaviors in WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* littermates prior to or immediately following shocks, suggesting no differences in pain sensitivity. However, *Mecp2^−/y^* mice exhibit significantly increased freezing even prior to the shock ([Supplementary Fig. 3c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is likely due to their decreased locomotor activity and akinesia, thus confounding interpretation of the fear-conditioning test. These mice were therefore excluded from this study. 24 hours after training, *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice demonstrate significantly less context- and cue-dependent freezing compared to their WT littermates, suggesting deficits in learning and memory ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Together, these data demonstrate that MeCP2 T158A knockin mice present phenotypes similar to those observed in *Mecp2*-null mice but to a lesser extent overall. We therefore infer that T158A is a partial loss-of-function mutation.

Decreased MeCP2 protein stability in MeCP2 T158A mice {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------------

Alterations in MeCP2 protein levels, such as a 50% reduction or a two-fold increase, leads to the progressive development of neurological deficits in mice, albeit at much later time points than those observed in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R7],[@R9],[@R10]^. We therefore examined whether T158A mutation alters the expression of MeCP2 protein during development. Quantitative Western blotting on whole-cell lysates from the brains of male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice revealed that MeCP2 protein expression is significantly decreased at P2, P30 and P90 compared to their WT littermates ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The down-regulation of MeCP2 expression is significantly higher at P90, when *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice present overt RTT-like phenotypes, than at either P2 or P30, when symptoms are not present ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, MeCP2 protein levels were not affected in *Mecp2^loxP/y^* mice indicating that the down-regulation of MeCP2 is due to the presence of the T158A mutation rather than genomic modification ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These changes in MeCP2 expression are likely to be independent of gene transcription since quantitative RT-PCR found no significant differences in the level of MeCP2 mRNA expression between *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and WT mice at P0, P30 or P90 ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Despite RTT being primarily a neurological disorder^[@R3]^, MeCP2 is ubiquitously expressed in all mammalian tissues^[@R30]^. Indeed, we found that MeCP2 protein levels are decreased to a similar extent in kidney, liver, lung and heart in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

MeCP2 protein levels are also significantly decreased in the brains of female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice compared to their WT littermates ([Fig. 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of MeCP2 down-regulation in females is less than that observed in male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice and is likely due to the mosaic expression of MeCP2 T158A in heterozygous *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice. To investigate whether mutation at T158 disrupts MeCP2 protein expression in human RTT patients, we obtained fibroblast cultures derived from a female RTT patient with T158M mutation and an age-matched female control. We found that MeCP2 expression is also significantly down-regulated by about 40% in cells with MeCP2 T158M mutation compared to control cells ([Fig. 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These data demonstrate that T158 mutation, to either A or M, triggers the down-regulation of MeCP2 protein expression in both humans and mice, indicating that the reduction in MeCP2 protein expression may be a contributing factor to RTT.

To investigate whether the reductions in MeCP2 protein levels are the consequence of decreased protein stability, we cultured embryonic day 16 cortical neurons isolated from WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice and inhibited new protein translation using Cycloheximide (CHX). The stability of existing MeCP2 protein was assessed at 0, 3, 6 and 9 hours following CHX treatment. We found that MeCP2 protein levels in WT neurons remain relatively constant over the course of the 9-hour CHX treatment compared to vehicle-treated cultures ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, MeCP2 T158A protein levels are significantly reduced following 6-and 9-hour CHX treatments ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that T158A mutation decreases MeCP2 protein levels by increasing its rate of degradation. We did not observe destabilization of other proteins such as NeuN in T158A mice ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the development of MeCP2 T158A knockin mice has uncovered a novel function of T158 in the stabilization of MeCP2 protein *in vivo*. The reduction in MeCP2 protein stability mediated by T158A mutation may contribute, at least in part, to the etiology of RTT.

T158A mutation disrupts MeCP2 binding to methylated DNA {#S7}
-------------------------------------------------------

Located at the 3′-end of the MBD, T158 is believed to play an important role in stabilizing the tertiary structure of MBD and is critical for the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA^[@R14]^. We recapitulated these *in vitro* observations using a Southwestern assay ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To examine the role of T158 in the regulation of MeCP2 binding to methylated DNA *in vivo*, we isolated nuclei from brains of WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice and performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays against several known MeCP2 binding loci. MeCP2 has been previously shown to bind across a 39 kb promoter region of the *Bdnf* locus tracking methyl-CpG sites^[@R31]^. Consistent with this, we found a similar MeCP2 binding pattern in brains from P60 WT mice ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). MeCP2 ChIP over the same region in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* brains, however, revealed a 70--75% reduction in MeCP2 binding across the entire locus ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that T158A mutation decreases MeCP2 binding at methylated DNA. To validate this finding, we also analyzed the binding of MeCP2 to the *Xist*, *Snrpn* and *Crh* loci, known MeCP2 binding targets^[@R31],[@R32]^ and found that the binding of MeCP2 at these loci is significantly reduced by approximately 70% in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* brains ([Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the reduction in MeCP2 binding at the *Bdnf*, *Xist*, *Snrpn*, and *Crh* loci likely reflects a decreased binding of MeCP2 T158A to methylated DNA together with reduced MeCP2 protein expression.

We reasoned that if MeCP2 T158A has a reduced affinity to methylated DNA *in vivo*, WT or MeCP2 T158A protein would be extracted differently from nuclei under the same salt conditions. To biochemically assay the reduced affinity of MeCP2 T158A to methylated DNA, we isolated neuronal nuclei from either WT or *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mouse brains and treated them with increasing concentrations of NaCl to extract proteins into the supernatant. Quantitative Western blot analysis revealed that MeCP2 T158A protein is extracted more readily than WT protein under low salt conditions of 250mM and 300mM NaCl ([Fig. 4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When the salt is raised to above 350 mM, both WT and T158A protein are extracted to a similar degree. Thus, mutation of T158A appears to decrease the affinity of MeCP2 for DNA.

MeCP2 predominantly associates with heterochromatic foci in mouse cell nuclei in an MBD- and DNA methylation-dependent manner, resulting in a characteristic punctate pattern of nuclear staining^[@R33]^. Indeed, we demonstrated that MeCP2 immunoreactivity is observed throughout the nucleus with particularly high enrichment at heterochromatin-dense foci in nuclei from P90 WT neurons ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in nuclei from P90 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* neurons, MeCP2 is markedly diffuse with a clear absence of co-localization with DNA, indicating that the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA is disrupted ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This difference is unlikely due to changes in heterochromatin formation as no overt differences are seen in DNA staining in T158A mice. We observed similar immunoreactivity patterns in P30 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice prior to symptom presentation (data not shown). Furthermore, MeCP2 immunoreactivity in female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice shows a mosaic expression of MeCP2 with approximately 50% of nuclei showing MeCP2 immunoreactivity at heterochromatin-dense foci with the remaining exhibiting diffuse immunoreactivity ([Fig. 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), as is expected due to random X-chromosome inactivation. Notably, the intensity of MeCP2 immunoreactivity is decreased in T158A neurons compared to WT neurons, consistent with a reduction of MeCP2 T158A protein expression. Together, these data demonstrate that T158A mutation impairs the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA *in vivo* and contributes, at least in part, to the etiology of RTT.

Disruption of MeCP2 binding to methylated DNA {#S8}
---------------------------------------------

Transcriptional profiling of RNA isolated from the hypothalamus or cerebellum of *Mecp2*-null mice revealed changes in the expression of thousands of genes, with many of these changes in a tissue-specific manner^[@R32]^. We analyzed the expression of a few representative targets such as *Bdnf*, *Crh* and *Sgk* using quantitative RT-PCR and found that both *Bdnf* and *Crh* transcription are significantly reduced in the hypothalamus but not striatum of T158A mice ([Fig. 5a,b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), whereas, *Sgk*, a gene that is upregulated in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R34]^, is elevated in the striatum but not in the hypothalamus of T158A mice ([Fig. 5a,b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These data support that gene transcription is similarly disrupted in MeCP2 T158A and *Mecp2*-null mice in a tissue- and/or cell-type specific manner.

MeCP2 has been shown to regulate gene transcription through its interaction with histone deacetylases (HDACs) 1 and 2 and the co-repressor Sin3a^[@R35],[@R36]^. It is conceivable that T158A mutation may disrupt the ability of MeCP2 to associate with these proteins through alterations in the conformation of MeCP2 and thus disrupt downstream gene regulation. We therefore performed co-immunoprecipitation experiments using an antibody against MeCP2 in nuclear extracts prepared from WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* brains. Consistent with previous studies, WT MeCP2 interacts with HDAC1 and Sin3a ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We also detected the association of MeCP2 T158A with HDAC1 and Sin3A, albeit at a reduced level consistent with the reduced MeCP2 T158A protein expression ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these data support that MeCP2 T158A protein retains the ability to interact with the co-repressor proteins. Together, we conclude that MeCP2 T158A leads to a deregulation of gene expression through reduced DNA binding and MeCP2 protein stability.

Age-dependent alterations in EEG and ERP recordings {#S9}
---------------------------------------------------

The manifestation of symptoms in RTT patients and *Mecp2*-null mice are thought to occur in part due to alterations in neural network activity. Since RTT symptoms appear at certain developmental time points, we sought to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying age-dependent exhibition of phenotypes in MeCP2 T158A mice. Thus, we performed EEG recordings in WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at two developmental time periods, P30 and P90; that is, prior to and subsequent to the establishment of RTT-like symptoms. EEG recordings in awake, freely mobile mice demonstrated a significant increase in the power of high-gamma frequency (γ~high~; 70--140 Hz) oscillations in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P90 compared to WT littermates ([Fig. 6a,b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A similar increase in γ~high~ power was also observed in symptomatic *Mecp2^−/y^* mice ([Supplementary Fig. 5a,b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). γ~high~ activity is known to be associated with epilepsy in the EEG before and during the seizure^[@R37]^ and may thus reflect an overall hyperexcitability in the brains of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^−/y^* mice^[@R22]^. However, we did not observe a significant increase in γ~high~ power in pre-symptomatic *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P30 ([Supplementary Fig. 6a,b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that MeCP2 dysfunction induces hyperexcitability in the brain in an age-dependent manner.

In addition to measuring electrical activity during passive processes, it is also possible to measure those that occur during the performance of a cognitive, sensory or motor task. The manifestation of these brain activities is recorded as a series of amplitude deflections in the EEG as a function of time and is referred to as an event-related potential (ERP). ERPs are small compared to the background EEG but can be resolved by averaging single trial epochs. They are characterized as voltage deflections defined by latency and polarity where the amplitude and latency of the polarity peaks are believed to reflect the strength and timing of the cognitive processes related to the event. Notably, RTT patients, as well as patients with schizophrenia and autism, are reported to show alterations in both the amplitudes and latencies of ERP^[@R19]--[@R21],[@R24],[@R25]^.

To examine ERP responses in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice, we performed EEG recordings following the presentation of a series of white noise clicks. We chose to perform auditory-evoked ERP assessments since they can be performed on freely mobile mice and are not confounded by the motor or attentional deficits associated with MeCP2 dysfunction. The ERP was extracted by averaging the EEG traces over single trial epochs. ERPs in WT and *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice show a stereotypical initial positive peak (P1), followed by a negative peak (N1) and a subsequent second positive peak (P2) ([Fig. 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we found significant increases in the latency and significant reductions in the amplitudes of the N1 and P2 peaks in symptomatic P90 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice compared to WT littermates ([Fig. 6c--e](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Similar alterations in ERP amplitudes and latencies were observed in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice ([Supplementary Fig 5c--e](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, we observed no significant effect on ERPs in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P30, prior to the establishment of RTT-like symptoms ([Supplementary Fig 6c--e](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, we found no differences in hearing sensitivities between *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice or *Mecp2^−/y^* mice and their WT littermates as measured by auditory brain stem responses, suggesting that these disruptions in ERP are due to alterations in cortical processing of sensory input ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data suggest that neural networks underlying information processing are disrupted by MeCP2 dysfunction in an age-dependent manner, corresponding to the behavioral onset of symptoms.

Progressive alterations in event-related power and PLF {#S10}
------------------------------------------------------

One limitation of time-amplitude analysis of ERPs is that oscillatory information not time-locked to the stimulus is lost through signal averaging. Using time-frequency analysis it is possible to analyze changes in oscillatory activity as a function of time and thus gain additional insight into the underlying brain activity and circuitry. Oscillatory responses during the performance of tasks are characterized by the average power and phase locking across trials^[@R38]^. The degree of event-related power and phase locking at different frequencies may reflect the strength and connectivity of local (at high frequencies) and long-range (at low frequencies) neuronal circuits^[@R39]^.

Thus, we next performed time-frequency analysis on EEG recordings used to determine auditory-evoked ERPs. We found that the presentation of an auditory stimulus modulated the mean event-related power in a frequency-specific manner. WT mice at P90 showed a significant depression in the mean power of oscillations in the low-frequency delta (δ; 2--4 Hz), theta (θ; 4--8 Hz) and alpha (α; 8--12 Hz) ranges upon auditory stimulation ([Fig. 7a,b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The mean event-related power of high-frequency beta (β; 12--30 Hz), low gamma (γ~low~; 30--50 Hz) and high gamma (γ~high~; 70--140 Hz) increased following the auditory stimulus and was followed by a sustained depression in power ([Fig. 7a,b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, these changes are sustained for a number of oscillation cycles at all frequencies and outlast the transient ERP response reflecting an effect in both evoked and ongoing oscillatory processes ([Fig. 7a,b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Overlaying the ERP with band-pass EEG traces at each frequency range reveals the oscillatory information within the transient ERP response ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice*,* however, exhibited significantly attenuated event-related power in both low- and high-frequency oscillations at P90 when RTT-like symptoms are overt ([Fig. 7a,b](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 9a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, highly symptomatic *Mecp2^−/y^* mice show significantly reduced event-related power following auditory stimulation at all frequencies ([Supplementary Fig. 9b, 10a,b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, we also found a significant reduction in event-related power in low-frequency δ, θ and α in P30 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice prior to symptom onset compared to WT littermates ([Supplementary Fig. 9c, 11a,b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data suggests that the underlying deficits in neural activity occur prior to the establishment of behavioral symptoms consistent with *in vitro* electrophysiological studies showing reduced cortical excitability in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice even at 2--3 weeks of age^[@R15]^.

Time-frequency analysis also allows for the calculation of oscillation phase locking across trials. The phase locking factor (PLF) quantifies the trial-to-trial reliability of oscillation phase with a high PLF corresponding to a low circular variance in oscillation phase as a function of time between trials. High PLF is thought to reflect the reliability and sensitivity of communications between circuits in the brain^[@R40]^. We find that WT mice at P90 show significant increases in PLF at all frequencies in response to the presentation of auditory stimuli ([Fig. 7c,d](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in PLF in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P90, however, is significantly reduced compared to WT mice ([Fig. 7c,d](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 9d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A significant reduction in event-related PLF in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice was also observed, consistent with the expression of RTT-like phenotypes in both groups of mice ([Supplementary Fig. 9e, 10c,d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also detected significant attenuation in PLF in pre-symptomatic P30 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice, although only at δ-and high-gamma frequencies ([Supplementary Fig. 9f, 11c,d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, the fact that we do not observe changes in ERP amplitudes at P30 in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice ([Supplementary Fig. 6, 12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) suggests that time-frequency analysis of event-related power and PLF represents a sensitive approach to probe neural function *in vivo*.

Interestingly, when comparing the event-related neuronal responses in WT mice at two developmental stages, we find that event-related power at all frequencies and PLF at high frequencies are significantly higher in P90 mice than those at P30 ([Fig. 8a,b](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This likely reflects the development and maturation of the underlying neuronal circuitry. In contrast, *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice do not show a developmental increase in either event-related power ([Fig. 8c](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) or phase locking ([Fig. 8d](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) from P30 to P90, suggesting an impairment in age-dependent neural network maturation. These age-dependent differences are only observed using time-frequency but not time-amplitude analysis ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these data reveal that MeCP2 plays an important role in the regulation of event-related neuronal responses and is required for the maturation and restructuring of neural networks. The disruptions in event-related power and PLF may therefore contribute to the deficits in behavioral and cognitive functions observed in RTT. We propose that ERP studies may serve as a sensitive biomarker for the evaluation of treatments in RTT patients.

DISCUSSION {#S11}
==========

Mutation of MeCP2 T158 to M or in rare cases to A represents one of the most common mutations observed in RTT patients^[@R2]^. Previous *in vitro* experiments established a critical role for this residue in the binding of MeCP2 to methylated DNA. To address the causal role of T158A mutation in the pathogenesis of RTT and the role of methyl-DNA binding in the proper functions of MeCP2, we developed and characterized MeCP2 T158A knockin mice. We found that MeCP2 T158A mice develop normally for the first 4--5 weeks of life after which they present RTT-like symptoms including decreased motor performance, altered anxiety, aberrant gait, hindlimb clasping, breathing abnormalities, and impaired learning and memory. The similarity in the identity and severity of symptoms with those observed in *Mecp2*-null mice indicates that MeCP2 T158A mutation is a partial loss-of-function mutation.

The development of this mouse line allowed us to investigate the biochemical consequences of MeCP2 T158A mutation *in vivo*. In agreement with previous *in vitro* studies, we find that MeCP2 T158A mutation leads to a reduction in the affinity of MeCP2 for methylated DNA *in vivo*. Surprisingly, we also observed that T158A mutation concomitantly decreases MeCP2 protein expression *in vivo*. Consistent with these data, we find that fibroblasts obtained from a female RTT patient carrying MeCP2 T158M mutation express decreased levels of MeCP2 protein. These findings reveal two consequences of T158 mutation: impaired MeCP2 binding to DNA and decreased MeCP2 protein stability of MeCP2.

Previous studies have demonstrated that MeCP2 protein levels must be tightly regulated to ensure its proper function. A 50% reduction in MeCP2 protein levels leads to progressive neurological symptoms^[@R9],[@R10]^, although symptoms appeared later and do not fully recapitulate RTT-like symptoms as in *Mecp2*-null mice. Therefore, the destabilization of MeCP2 protein alone, as observed in our T158A mice, may not be sufficient to cause the RTT-like symptoms. We propose that the combined reduction in MeCP2 protein levels and the decreased binding to methylated DNA contribute to the loss-of-function phenotype in T158A knockin mice. The development of knockin mice carrying other mutations that disrupt DNA binding will provide further insights into this hypothesis. Given that the reintroduction of MeCP2 protein into *Mecp2*-null mice is sufficient to rescue RTT-like phenotypes^[@R12]^ we suggest a dual approach to restore MeCP2 function in patients carrying MeCP2 T158 mutations: increasing MeCP2 affinity for methylated DNA and enhancing MeCP2 protein stability. Indeed, the feasibility of increasing affinity for DNA has been shown for other DNA-binding proteins such as p53^[@R41]^. It is conceivable that increasing MeCP2 affinity to methylated DNA may help stabilize MeCP2 protein expression. Targeting one or both of these possibilities may lead to the amelioration of RTT-like phenotypes. Our study also suggests that different therapeutic strategies should be considered for treating patients with different MeCP2 mutations.

Given their neurological origin, many of the symptoms associated with RTT have been hypothesized to result from imbalanced neural networks^[@R3]^. Evidence to support this arises from observed alterations in synaptic connectivity and plasticity^[@R12],[@R15]--[@R17],[@R42]^ and hyperexcitability in the EEG^[@R22],[@R23]^ of *Mecp2*-null mice. Furthermore, ERP analysis in RTT females suggests alterations in sensory processing of information^[@R24],[@R25]^. Given the delayed onset of symptoms in RTT patients, MeCP2 T158A mice and *Mecp2*-null mice, we sought to examine whether neurophysiological responses as measured by EEG were altered during development in MeCP2 T158A mice. Indeed, we found that the power of high-gamma EEG signals is significantly increased in MeCP2 T158A mice when these mice exhibit RTT-like symptoms, suggesting hyperexcitability in the brain. Furthermore, assessment of auditory-evoked ERPs revealed a significant and marked reduction in the amplitude and increased latency of ERPs in MeCP2 T158A and *Mecp2*-null mice suggesting deficits in information processing in the brain similar to that observed in RTT females^[@R24],[@R25]^, autism^[@R20],[@R21]^ and other disorders including schizophrenia^[@R18]^. Further studies are needed to address the neuronal mechanisms that underlie these deficits in ERP response.

Our data show that disturbances in event-related power and phase locking also occur in MeCP2 mouse models and may play a role in the etiology of RTT. In humans and animal models, changes in the power and phase locking of neuronal responses coordinate neuronal activity across different brain regions. These changes are involved in the development and efficacy of motor, perceptual and memory tasks and deficits in neuronal oscillations are consistently observed in neurological disorders in which these functions are impaired^[@R18],[@R43]^. Our findings that both low- and high-frequency event-related oscillations are disrupted lead us to hypothesize that deficits in local and long-distance neuronal circuitry occur following MeCP2 dysfunction. The neurophysiological mechanisms that lead to disturbances in these oscillations are not known, but may involve the reduced neuronal connectivity that leads to a redistribution of neuronal activity away from excitation and towards inhibition as observed in *Mecp2*-null mice^[@R15]--[@R17]^. Furthermore, given the important role that event-related neuronal responses play in the development of the nervous system^[@R44]^, their disruption prior to symptom presentation may augment the deficits in neuronal activity caused by MeCP2 dysfunction. Indeed, MeCP2 T158A mice do not exhibit developmental increases in event-related power or phase locking suggestive of stagnation in the developmental of neuronal circuits. Moreover, our findings that event-related changes in power and phase locking occur in MeCP2 T158A mice with no behavioural symptoms suggest that disruptions in neuronal networks may precede the behavioral RTT-like phenotypes. The identification of the mechanisms that lead to these disturbances will provide valuable insights into the pathogenesis of RTT and the neuronal networks underlying manifestation of behavioral phenotypes in RTT.

In summary, the development of MeCP2 T158A mice has uncovered a novel role for T158 in the pathogenesis of RTT and revealed an alternative strategy to restore MeCP2 function. These mice provide an *in vivo* animal model for assessing therapeutic efficacy in pre-clinical trials. Moreover, given that ERP studies can be readily performed in humans, assessment of ERP and the changes in oscillation and phase locking may serve as a valuable biomarker for evaluating RTT phenotypes.

METHODS {#S12}
=======

Generation of MeCP2 T158A and loxP knockin mice {#S13}
-----------------------------------------------

The targeting construct used for homologous recombination in ES cells was cloned in two arms by PCR amplification of sv129 genomic DNA. The 5′ arm was PCR amplified with primers 5′-AGGAGGTAGGTGGCATCCTT-3′ and 5′-CGTTTGATCACCATGACCTG-3′while the 3′ arm was PCR amplified with 5′-GAAATGGCTTCCCAAAAAGG-3′ and 5′-AAAACGGCACCCAAAGTG-3′ primers. Novel restriction sites at the ends of each arm were created using nested primers for cloning into a vector containing a floxed Neomycin cassette (Neo) and a diphtheria toxin-A negative-selection cassette. MeCP2 Threonine 158 was mutated to Alanine using QuickChange (Stratagene) site-directed mutagenesis. A single nucleotide at codon T160 also underwent site-directed mutagenesis for a silent mutation to introduce a novel BstEII restriction site in order to identify correctly targeted ES cells.

The targeting construct was confirmed by sequencing, linearized using NotI and subsequently electroporated into sv129 mouse ES cells. Two MeCP2 T158A ES cell clones and two loxP ES cell clones were independently injected into C57BL/6 blastocysts and subsequently implanted into pseudopregnant females. The resulting chimeric offspring were mated with C57BL/6 *EIIa-Cre* mice for embryonic deletion of the Neo cassette, and the agouti offspring were screened by PCR genotyping to confirm germ line transmission of the T158A allele or loxP allele.

Animal husbandry {#S14}
----------------

Experiments were conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania. All experiments described were performed using animals on a congenic sv129:C57BL/6 background with the mutation backcrossed to C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) for at least five generations, unless otherwise stated. Mice were genotyped using a PCR-based strategy to detect the residual loxP sequence remaining in intron III after Cre-mediated excision of the Neomycin cassette. The genotyping primers (5′-GGATTGTGGAAAAGCCAG-3′ and 5′-ATGACCTGGGCAGATGTGGTAG-3′) give rise to a 620bp product from the WT *Mecp2* allele and 691bp for the *Mecp2 T158A* allele.

Neuronal cell culture {#S15}
---------------------

Cortical cultures were prepared from embryonic day 16 (E16) mouse embryos similar to that previously described^[@R45]^. For analysis of protein stability, cultures were treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 100 μM Cycloheximide (Sigma) for 3, 6 or 9 hours before lysis in 1X SDS sample buffer.

Quantitative Western analysis {#S16}
-----------------------------

Quantitative Western blot was performed using Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (Licor). Antibodies used include a rabbit polyclonal antibody directed against the C-terminal of MeCP2 (1:1,000)^[@R46]^, mouse anti-NeuN (1:500; Chemicon), and rabbit anti-histone H3 (1:10,000; Upstate). Secondary antibodies used were anti-rabbit IRDye 680LT and anti-mouse IRDye 800CW (Licor). Quantification of protein expression levels was carried out following Odyssey Infrared Imaging System protocols.

Quantitative RT-PCR {#S17}
-------------------

For measurements of gene expression in brain tissues, total RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and treated with TURBO DNase (Ambion). 1 μg of total RNA was reverse-transcribed by oligodT-priming using SuperScriptIII reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed on 10 ng of the resulting cDNA using SYBR Green detection (Applied Biosystems). All qPCR primer pairs are exon-spanning and are available upon request. All mRNA levels of genes of interest were normalized to β-tubulinIII mRNA levels.

Immunohistochemistry {#S18}
--------------------

Mice were anesthetized with 1.25% Avertin, transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde, postfixed overnight at 4°C. Immunohistochemistry was performed on 20 μm free-floating sections as previously described^[@R47]^. Tissues were incubated with primary antibodies in blocking solution (rabbit anti-total MeCP2; 1:1,000) overnight at 4°C. Fluorescence detection was performed using anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor-488 conjugated secondary antibody (2.67 μg/ml; Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room temperature (RT). Sections were counterstained with TOPRO-3 (1:1,000; Invitrogen) to visualize DNA. Images were acquired using a Leica confocal microscope. Images were acquired using identical settings for laser power, detector gain amplifier offset and pinhole diameter in each channel.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) {#S19}
------------------------------------

Mouse forebrain tissues were homogenized in cross-linking buffer (1% formaldehyde, 100 mM HEPES pH7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA) and cross-linked for 10 minutes at RT. After quenching with 125 mM glycine, cross-linked tissue was washed with ice-cold PBS and dounced 12 strokes in lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10% Glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, 0.25% Triton X-100 with protease inhibitors). Nuclei were pelleted, washed, and resuspended in chromatin buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA with protease inhibitors). Sonication was performed to break chromatin into sizes from 400 bp to 2 kb. Salt and detergent were added to adjust the chromatin buffer to 0.5% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, and 10% DOC. For immunoprecipitation, rabbit polyclonal antisera directed against total MeCP2 (5 μl) was coupled to 10 μl Protein A Dynabeads (Invitrogen) in the absence or presence of 1 μg of the peptide from which antisera was raised (for a peptide blocking control). Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed at 4°C overnight. Precipitated chromatins were washed 6 times with wash buffer (10 mM Tris pH8.0, 320 mM LiCl, 10 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton, 0.1% DOC with protease inhibitors). Chromatins were eluted twice with elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS), digested with proteinase K (0.5 mg/ml) and reverse-crosslinked at 65°C overnight. After RNAse A treatment, DNA fragments were extracted with phenol/chloroform, precipitated with ethanol, and purified with a Qiaquick PCR purification column. The amount of DNA fragments of interest in ChIPs was measured by quantitative real-time PCR using SYBR green detection. All qPCR primer sequences are available upon request.

EEG surgery {#S20}
-----------

Animals underwent stereotaxic implantation of tripolar electrode assemblies (PlasticsOne) for non-anesthetized recording of auditory ERPs. Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (4% for induction; 1.5--2% for surgery with 1 liter/min O~2~). Three stainless steel electrodes, mounted in a single pedestal were aligned to the sagittal axis of the skull. A stainless steel recording electrode was placed 2.0 mm posterior, 2.0 mm left lateral relative to bregma and 1.8 mm depth ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Ground and reference electrodes were placed anterior of the hippocampal electrode at 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm distances respectively. The electrode pedestal was secured to the skull with ethyl cyanoacrylate and dental cement. Post-operative analgesia was supplied using the opioid analgesic, buprenorphine (buprenex, s.c., 0.1 μg/g body weight). Mice were allowed to recover for 7 days prior to EEG recordings.

EEG Recordings {#S21}
--------------

EEG recordings were performed on freely mobile, non-anesthetized mice in their home cage environment after 20-minute acclimation to the recording room. Recordings were performed using Spike2 software connected to a Power 1401 II interface module (CED) and high impedance differential AC amplifier (A-M Systems). Signals were acquired at 1,667 Hz and band pass filtered between 1 and 500 Hz with a 60 Hz notch filter and gain of 1,000.

ERPs were recorded by presentation of auditory stimuli consisting of a series of 250 white-noise clicks of 10 ms duration, 85-dB sound pressure and 4-second interstimulus interval. Stimuli were presented through speakers on the recording chamber ceiling (Model 19--318A, 700--10,000 Hz frequency response, Radioshack) connected to a digital audio amplifier (RCA Model STAV3870, Radioshack). ERP traces were generated by averaging across single trial epochs centered at *t* = 0 ± 2 seconds. Single trials were baseline corrected by subtracting the temporal mean at *t =* −1 s to *t* = 0.5 s. Altering the baseline closer to sound presentation had no effect on the results shown. The mean ERP amplitudes were subsequently calculated across 250 trials.

Time-frequency analysis of EEG {#S22}
------------------------------

For each recording where mice were presented with 250 white-noise clicks (10 ms duration, 85-dB sound pressure, 4-second interstimulus interval) we computed event-related power and phase as a function of frequency and time. Event-related power changes and phase-locking were determined similar to that described previously^[@R38],[@R48]^. EEG signal was filtered into bands with center frequencies ranging from 2 -- 140 Hz in 1 Hz steps and 2 Hz bandwidths. The raw signal was filtered using a two-way least squares FIR filter. The Hilbert transform was applied to create a complex-valued time series, *V(t)*: $$V(t) = v(t) + iu(t)$$ where the real part, *v(t)* is the same as the normalized filtered EEG and the imaginary part *u(t)* is from the Hilbert transform of *v(t)*, given by: $$u(t) = \frac{1}{\pi}PV{\int_{- \infty}^{+ \infty}{\frac{V(t^{\prime})}{(t - t^{\prime})}{dt}^{\prime}}}$$ and PV signifies the Cauchy Principal Value. Analytic power, *P(f,t)*, as a function of frequency *f* and time *t* is given by: $$P(f,t) = v{(f,t)}^{2} + u{(f,t)}^{2}$$

We determined changes in event-related power by isolating single trial epochs of 4-second duration with *t = 0* representing sound presentation ± 2 seconds. We determined power response relative to the prestimulus basis for each trial. We used a baseline of the mean power at t = −1 s to t = 0.5 s. Altering the baseline period did not affect the conclusions of the study. The mean power across the 250 trials was subsequently calculated.

The instantaneous phase time series *θ(f,t)* was determined as function of time and frequency by taking the two-argument four quadrant arctangent (atan2) of the real parts of *v(t)* and *u(t)* such that phase values were in the range from −π to π.
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An example of EEG amplitudes and phase calculated using this method for 1-second epoch of EEG recorded in a P90 WT mouse is shown ([Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Event-related phase locking was measured using a PLF by calculating 1 circular variance of instantaneous phase measurements, defined as: $$\mathit{PLF} = 1 - \frac{1}{n}\sqrt{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{(\cos\theta_{k})}^{2} + \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{(\sin\theta_{k})}^{2}}$$

Basal EEG power measurement {#S23}
---------------------------

Basal EEG power was determined across a 60 second period during a period of wakefulness as assessed by behavioral monitoring of mice. For each 60-second recording, we computed the power as a function of frequency and time with frequency varying between 2 and 140 Hz using 1 Hz increments. To measure the power at frequency *f*, we filtered the data between *f* ± 1 Hz, then calculated power using the Hilbert transform as described above. The power for each 60-second recording was calculated as the mean power across individual 1-second epochs during this 60-second period. The relative power at each individual frequency was presented as a fraction of the sum of powers at all frequencies. These relative powers were then separated into frequency bins and calculated as the area under the curve. Relative power measurements for MeCP2 T158A or *Mecp2*-null were then expressed as a percentage of WT.

ABR Recordings {#S24}
--------------

Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) recordings were performed using the same equipment and electrode placement as other recordings except EEG signals were acquired at 15,625 Hz. Auditory stimulation consisted of 4,000 white-noise clicks of 3 ms duration with 125 ms interstimulus interval at seven sound pressures: decreasing from 85- to 55-dB. EEG signal was digitally filtered between 100 and 500 Hz and EEG amplitudes averaged across trials centered at *t* = 0 seconds representing sound presentation. The average ABR consists of 5 amplitude peaks and the amplitudes of these peaks decrease with decreasing sound pressure^[@R49]^.

Behavioral Assays {#S25}
-----------------

All behavioral studies were carried out blinded to genotype where possible. Due to the presence of overt RTT-like symptoms in MeCP2 T158A mice and *Mecp2*-null mice, the identity of the genotype was sometimes noticeable but care was taken to avoid bias. For all studies, the mice were allowed to habituate to the testing room for 30 minutes prior to the test and testing was performed at the same time of day.

### Phenotypic scoring {#S26}

Phenotypic scoring was performed on a weekly basis for the absence or presence of RTT-like symptoms as described previously^[@R12]^.

### Locomotor assay {#S27}

Locomotor activity was measured by beam-breaks in a photobeam frame (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA). Mice were placed into a clean home cage-like environment lined with bedding and resting within a photobeam frame. The number of beam breaks as a measure of locomotor activity was quantified over 5 minutes.

### Accelerating rotarod {#S28}

Mice at approximately 9 weeks were placed on an accelerating rotarod apparatus (Med Associates, St Albans, VT, USA) for 16 trials (four trials a day on four consecutive days) with at least 15-minute rest interval between trials. Each trial lasted for a maximum of 5 minutes, during which the rod accelerated linearly from 3.5 to 35 rpm. The amount of time and rpm for each mouse to fall from the rod was recorded for each trial.

### Elevated Zero Maze {#S29}

The elevated zero maze was performed by placing mice in one of the closed quadrants and their movement traced over the course of 5 minutes. Analysis was performed with TopScan software (Clever Systems).

### Fear conditioning {#S30}

Mice were placed in individual chambers (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA) for 2 minutes followed by a loud tone (85 dB, 2kHz) for 20 seconds, co-terminating with a 2-second 0.75 mA foot-shock. Mice were left undisturbed for one minute, after which a second pairing of sound cue and shock was delivered. 90 seconds after the second shock, mice were returned to their home cage. Freezing behavior, defined as no movement except respiration, was determined pre- and post- tone-shock pairings and scored by FreezeScan NI version 2.00. To test for context-dependent learning, mice were placed back into the same testing boxes 24 hours later without a tone or shock for 5 minutes. One hour later, animals were placed into a novel chamber and tested for cued fear memory. Two minutes after entering this chamber, the "cue" tone (85-dB, 2kHz) was played for 1 minute.

### Open Field {#S31}

At the beginning of each trial, the subject was placed in the center of the open-field apparatus and the subject's behavior was videotaped for the duration of the trial. The total number of line crossings for each trial was recorded over a 5-minute testing period.

Statistics {#S32}
----------

Statistics were performed using Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software). Individual statistical tests performed are identified in Figure Legends. A *p*-value \< 0.05 was considered significant and Bonferroni or Tukey *post hoc* tests were performed where appropriate to correct for multiple hypothesis testing. Tests for normality were performed where necessary using D'Agostino-Pearson omnibus test.
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![Generation and phenotypic characterization of MeCP2 T158A knockin mice\
**(a)** Sequencing chromatogram of RT-PCR products from MeCP2 mRNA. Mutation of T158 codon ACG to Alanine codon GCG (first box) and creation of BstEII restriction site (second box) with a silent mutation are marked with a \*. **(b)** Western blots probed with a site-specific MeCP2 T158 antibody, a total MeCP2 antibody and Sin3a antibody. **(c)** Developmental presentation of RTT-like phenotypes in male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 6; *F~1,252~* = 27.75, *p*-value \< 0.0001; two-way ANOVA) relative to WT littermates (n = 5). Symbols represent mean score ± SEM. Phenotypic score is significantly higher in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice compared to WT littermates at 5 weeks and thereafter; \* *p*-value \< 0.05; two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. **(d)** Developmental presentation of RTT-like phenotypes in female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice (n = 7; *F~1,224~* = 198.6, *p*-value \< 0.0001; two-way ANOVA) relative to *Mecp2^+/+^* littermates (n = 6). Phenotypic score is significantly higher in *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice compared to WT littermates at 17 weeks and thereafter; \* *p*-value \< 0.05; two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. **(e)** Brain weights at P30 (n = 4 for both genotypes) and P90 (n = 6 for both genotypes). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \*\* *p*-value \< 0.01; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(f)** Soma size in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons. Bars represent mean ± SEM (n = 100 cells from 5 animals per genotype). \*\* *p*-value \< 0.01; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(g)** Survival of male *Mecp2^T158A/y^* (n = 43) and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 43).](nihms336731f1){#F1}

![Behavioral characterization of MeCP2 T158A mice\
**(a)** Locomotor activity in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 15), *Mecp2^−/y^* mice (n = 14) and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (WT; n = 33) at 9 weeks of age. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.01, \*\*\* \< 0.001 and \#\# \< 0.01; one-way ANOVA with Tukey's *post hoc* test. **(b)** Motor coordination and motor learning assessed using a rotarod assay in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 16; *F~1,645~* = 447.2, *p*-value \< 0.0001; two-way ANOVA) and *Mecp2^−/mice^* (n = 14; *F~1,602~* = 841.46, *p*-value \< 0.0001; two-way ANOVA) and WT littermates (n = 27) at 9 weeks of age. The deficit in *Mecp2^−/y^* mice is significantly more than that observed in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (*F~1,437~* = 83.82, *p*-value \< 0.0001; two-way ANOVA). Symbols represent mean ± SEM. **(c)** Anxiety-like behavior in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 15) and *Mecp2^−/y^* mice (n = 11) measured using elevated zero maze compared to WT littermates (n = 32) at 9 weeks of age. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05 and \*\* \< 0.01; one-way ANOVA with Tukey's *post hoc* test. **(d)** Learning and memory assessed using context-and cue-dependent fear conditioning in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 16) and WT littermates (n = 33) at 10 weeks of age. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05 and \*\*\* \< 0.001; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction.](nihms336731f2){#F2}

![Decreased MeCP2 protein stability in MeCP2 T158A mice\
**(a)** MeCP2 protein levels in forebrains of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P2, P30, and P90 compared to *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 3 for each genotype). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \*\* *p*-value \< 0.01; one-sample t-test with Bonferroni correction. \# \< 0.05; one-way ANOVA with Tukey's *post hoc* test. **(b)** MeCP2 protein levels are significantly reduced in kidney, liver, lung and heart tissues of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* (n = 3) compared to *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates at P90 (n = 3). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05; one-sample t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(c)** MeCP2 protein levels in female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice (n = 3) and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates at P90 (n = 3). MeCP2 protein levels in fibroblasts derived from a female RTT patient carrying the MeCP2 T158M mutation compared to fibroblasts derived from an age-matched female control (n = 3 separate passages). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05; one-sample t-test. **(d)** E16 + 7 DIV cortical neurons derived from *Mecp2^T158A/y^* (n = 3) and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 3) were treated with vehicle (0) or 100 μM Cycloheximide (CHX) for 3, 6 or 9 hours. Bars represent mean MeCP2 levels relative to vehicle ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05; two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction.](nihms336731f3){#F3}

![Reduced MeCP2 binding to methylated DNA in T158A mice\
**(a)** MeCP2 binding to methylated DNA (methylated oligonucleotides spanning the −148 CpG site of Bdnf promoter IV) is reduced by T158A mutation relative to WT and MeCP2 S421A mutation in Southwestern assay. **(b)** MeCP2 binding across a 39 kb of the promoter region of the *Bdnf* locus in brains obtained from *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice mice and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 3; two-way ANOVA, *F~1,84~* = 639.1, *p*-value \< 0.0001). Symbols represent mean ± SEM. Alternative *Bdnf* exons are indicated with black rectangles. **(c)** MeCP2 binding to the *Xist*, *Snrpn*, and *Crh* loci in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 3) compared to *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 3). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \*\*\* *p*-value \< 0.001; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(d)** Salt extraction of WT MeCP2 and MeCP2 T158A protein with increasing concentrations of NaCl (n = 3). Bars represent mean ± SEM normalized to MeCP2 levels extracted with 700 mM NaCl. \*\* *p*-value \< 0.01 and \*\*\* \< 0.001; two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. **(e)** MeCP2 co-localization with heterochromatin-dense foci in male WT but not *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P90. Representative images of neuronal nuclei shown are single confocal planes at 100X magnification. Scale bar corresponds to 20 μm. **(f)** MeCP2 staining in nuclei obtained from female *Mecp2^T158A/+^* mice. Nuclei showing diffuse MeCP2 staining are marked with an \*. Scale bar corresponds to 20 μm.](nihms336731f4){#F4}

![Disruption of MeCP2 methyl-DNA binding leads to deregulation of gene expression\
**(a)** *Bdnf*, *Crh* and Sgk mRNA expression in the hypothalamus of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice compared to *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 4). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(b)** *Bdnf*, *Crh* and Sgk mRNA expression in the striatum of *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 4). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(c)** MeCP2 T158A mutation does not impair the association of MeCP2 with HDAC1 or Sin3a. MeCP2 immunoprecipitation from brain nuclear extracts prepared from *Mecp2^T158A/y^* and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates are probed with indicated antibodies.](nihms336731f5){#F5}

![EEG and ERP recordings in MeCP2 T158A mice\
**(a)** Representative EEG traces from awake, freely mobile mice. Scale bar corresponds to 1 second (horizontal) and 200 μA (vertical). **(b)** Basal EEG power measurements in P90 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice (n = 7) compared to *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates (n = 8). Frequency bands are represented as follows: δ (2--4 Hz), θ (4--8 Hz), α (8--12 Hz), β (12--30 Hz), low-γ (30--50 Hz), and high-γ (70--140 Hz). Insets show β and high-γ mean amplitudes across EEG recordings. Scale bars represent one oscillation cycle (horizontal) and 20 μA (vertical). Bars represent mean ± SEM. \*\*\* *p*-value \<0.001; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction. **(c)** Grand average event-related potential (ERP) traces following presentation of 85-dB white-noise clicks with 4-second interstimulus intervals. Traces represent mean amplitude (solid line) ± SEM (dashed lines). The characteristic polarity peaks P1, N1 and P2 are highlighted with straight lines with the length indicating latency range. Scale bar corresponds to 50 ms (horizontal) and 20 μA (on vertical). **(d)** Latencies and **(e)** amplitudes of ERP peaks. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05 and \*\* \< 0.01; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction](nihms336731f6){#F6}

![Decreased event-related power and PLF in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice\
**(a)** Time-frequency plots showing changes in event-related power in response to 85-dB auditory stimulation in P90 *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice and *Mecp2^+/y^* littermates. Time is plotted on the abscissa (where *t = 0* at sound presentation) and frequency on the ordinate. Color represents mean power with warmer colors corresponding to an increased power and cooler colors representing decreased power compared to pre-stimulus baseline. **(b)** Changes in event-related mean power averaged across δ (2--4 Hz), θ (4--8 Hz), α (8--12 Hz), β (12--30 Hz), low-γ (30--50 Hz), and high-γ (70--140 Hz) frequencies. Scale bars represent the length of a single oscillation cycle of the lowest frequency in the range. Insets showed power traces on expanded time-scale denoted by length of single oscillation cycle. Traces represent mean power ± SEM. **(c)** Time-frequency plots showing changes in event-related phase locking factor (PLF) in response to 85-dB auditory stimulation. Color represents PLF with warmer colors corresponding to a higher PLF or lower circular variance in EEG phase across trials. **(d)** Changes in event-related PLF averaged across frequencies as above. Scale bars represent the length of a single oscillation cycle and insets show traces on expanded time-scale. Traces represent mean PLF ± SEM.](nihms336731f7){#F7}

![Age-dependent increase in event-related power and PLF is absent in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice\
**(a)** Event-related power changes in *Mecp2^+/y^* (WT) mice at P30 and P90. **(b)** Event-related phase-locking factor (PLF) changes in WT mice at P30 and P90. **(c)** Event-related power changes in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P30 and P90. **(d)** Event-related PLF changes in *Mecp2^T158A/y^* mice at P30 and P90. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \* *p*-value \< 0.05, \*\* \< 0.01 and \*\*\* \< 0.001; two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction.](nihms336731f8){#F8}
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